
I have been encouraged by Charles Lamb to submit some ideas  re UN change. I do so as a graduate 
of the Geneva Summer School in 1958, an AFC Quaker Volunteer in Kenya 1962-63 and a UN staff 
member  from 1966 to 1998 ... resigning as an Assistant Secretary General in 1998) when serving as 
Iraq Humanitarian Coordinator in protest at the UN Security Council sanctions imposed on the 
innocent people of Iraq which I found working incountry  to be a genocidal endeavour. 
 
Thus my thoughts: 
 
JUSTICE, PEACE, HUMAN RIGHTS AND WELLBEING 
 
Since its establishment in 1945, the political UN has increasingly failed to provide the Peace and 
Security mandated of the Security Council. Meantime some forty UN Agencies have succesdfully 
served many human needs around the world and continue to so. 
 
Why is this so? because the Security Council mandate to control the replacement for the League of 
Nations was conceived by three military leaders (Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill)  in Yalta as the end 
of the Second World War came into sight. De Gaulle and Mao were invited later to make up the five 
Veto Powers. 
This attempt at control of the new entity failed as the Korean War broke out. And since then, despite 
the ideals of the UN Charter and  the Declaration of Human Rights ... warfare has been employed 
continually and failed to resolve sovereign member State differences. 
 
Veto power has to be shared by all member states of the UN ... the 
some195 members of the General Assembly where democracy is employed. 
The critical role of Peace and Security (as defined by the title above) has to be the responsibility of all 
States ... North and South, East and West. 
 
Rather than five unrepresentative States which are currently the weapons/arms dealers and often 
the military aggressors in violation of the Charter, each region and country needs to have a 
voice.  And this is true regardless of past colonial exploitatiin, genocide, millions enslaved, poverty 
and endless inequality. 
 
Each global region would have a permanent seat in the New Council or Cabinet. The incumbant 
states would be selected by existing regional bodies and rotation within the region could be every 
3/4 years. In Latin America ... it could be Costs Rica, Brazil etc. The Regional Representative would 
collaborate with and speak on behalf of the whole. 
Same in Sub-sahara Africa, the three countries of North America, Western Europe, North Africa and 
Middle East, South Asia etc. 
 
I believe decisions would be different. Warfare would be unattractuve.  
Investment in weapons could go into human needs,  sustainability.  
Reversal of colonial and empire wealth could begin. Reparations for enslavenent and the damage of 
endless invasions by the rich could be implemented. Human rights, equality, non-violent solutions, 
nuclear disarmament and universal human wellbeing could be attempted by UN member states 
working together for the first time. Peace and justice just  might prevail. 
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